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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
 
 

DOMINALAW Group pc llo Discloses First Report on Keystone XL Pipeline 
 

 
OMAHA, Neb. – May 25, 2011 – Believing that “defining the problem is the first step toward 

understanding it and toward conquering it,” DOMINALAW Group pc llo disclosed its first report 

concerning the TransCanada Keystone Pipeline XL Project.  The project is proposed as a facility 

to transport crude oil from Hardisty, Alberta, Canada, to the south central United States, 

including a tank form at Cushing, Okla., and delivery points near Port Arthur and Moore 

Junction, in Harris County, Texas. 

If built, the pipeline will consist of approximately 1,711 miles of new, 36-inch diameter 

pipeline.  Approximately 327 miles of the line will be in Canada.  The remainder will be in the 

U.S. 

The pipeline will enter the United States in Montana, near the community of Morgan.  It 

would transport approximately 700,000 barrels, per day, of crude oil. A presidential permit, 

issued by the U.S. State Department, is required to build the pipeline across the U.S. border.  

Beneficial and adverse environmental impacts must be studied, disclosed, and possible 

alternatives considered, before the presidential permit will be issued. 

 “Obviously, federal involvement in this project, including interstate commerce with one 

of America’s largest trading partners, the Canadians, makes this pipeline proposal a matter of  

- more - 



international diplomacy, and a core factor in American foreign policy”, lawyer Dave Domina 

said. “We believe that if the pipeline is to be stopped all together, it must be stopped at the U.S. 

Department of State level.” 

Domina continued, “Once the pipeline is approved for passage across the Canadian-U.S. 

border, no state will have the power to stop it.  There is no realistic chance the pipeline will be 

built through Montana and stopped by North Dakota, or South Dakota, or Nebraska, etc.” 

DOMINALAW Group pc llo urged interested organizations, “which we believe range from 

BOLD Nebraska, which is focused on the pipeline within the state, to the Sierra Club and many 

others focused on stopping the pipeline at the Canadian border,” to submit all intelligent 

comments, and particularly engineering and scientific data, formally to the administrative record 

being developed by the U.S. Department of State.  Leaders can stay abreast of developments by 

looking for them at http://www.keystonepipeline-xl.state.gov/clientsite/keystonexl.nsf?Open 

DOMINALAW Group pc llo is a firm of trial lawyers. We specialize in complex litigation on 

a national basis. Our lawyers are ethical, aggressive, and committed to providing spirit and 

vitality to the judicial system and our client’s legal rights. For further information contact April 

Nebel, 402-493-4100 or anebel@dominalaw.com, or visit our website at www.dominalaw.com. 
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